Test Drive by Pugs Atomz

Featuring Killah Priest, Rockie Fresh, Chris Crack | Production = Tusk57, Hexsagon, The Waffle King
Remixes by DJ Vadim, Ed Seven and Inkswel | Similar Artists: J. Cole, Common, Andre 3000, Madlib

1. Test Drive feat Awdazcate
2. This Lifetime feat. Rockie Fresh
3. Green Means Go!!!
4. Cadillac On Michigan Ave feat Killah Priest
5. Bumper Car 6. Sunsets Across The USA
6. Sunsets Across The USA
7. Cash App At The Toll Road
8. Malcolm 64
9. Parked By The Lake
10. Test Drive (DJ Vadim Remix)
11. Green Means Go!! (Ed Seven Remix)
12. This Lifetime (Inkswel Remix)

Refreshingly unique, decidedly modern, and undeniably soulful - Test Drive by Pugs Atomz, includes features from monster MCees like Wu-Tang Clan's Killah Priest, Rockie Fresh, and Chris Crack. Pugs teams up with 600 Block Records for an enjoyable ride through the boom-bap and eclectic sounds. DJs and playlisters will find the songs extremely versatile, fitting with boom bap classics, Soulection mixes, alt hip hop cuts, soulful R&B jams, and as the anchor track in downtempo sets.

Born in Pittsburgh and raised in the Englewood neighborhood of Chicago, Pugs Atomz has grown into an internationally known MC, radio host, designer, painter and businessman. He led the renowned Chicago Hip Hop collective the Nacrobats that was the foundation for MC’s Open Mike Eagle, Psalm One, Thaione Davis and painters Hebru Brantley, and Statik RK. He formed The Electric with DJ Vadim, subsequently touring the world several times and collaborating with producers like Zeds Dead, Tall Black Guy, Moody Man and Bassnectar. Pugs has released a series of albums on BBE, Tokyo Dawn, and Sonar Kollectiv. He also became one of the designers behind the Fashion forward Iridium Clothing Co. and started his own brand USUWE 93.